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rIlhis invention relates to rotary compressors and is con 
cerned more particularly with means for the regulation of 
output of rotary compressors which have no separate inlet 
and outlet elements but wherein the inlet and outlet is 
regulated automatically by means of openings provided in 
the rotary bodies and in the casing or in a stationary 
hollow axle. 

In constructions of this type known in prior art the 
regulating edges do not change so that the transmitted 
amount of gas does not change also. Therefore, in order 
to regulate the transmitted amount of gas without steps, 
it is necessary to use a movable steering device which 
holds the inlet channel open during the compression stroke 
for a shorter or longer time period. 

In the event an excessive amount of gas has been 
sucked in this excess is transmitted during this time back 
into the suction conduit, with the result that the counter 
pressure in the cylinder is‘reached at a later time period. 
If the outflow edge were to remain unchanged at the same 
location then gas would ñow hackv from the pressure con 
duit into the cylinder and would have to be'withdrawn 
for a second time. In case of a substantial gas ñow this 
would result in substantial losses in energy and excessive 
knocking. Therefore it was found necessary to provide 
for a shifting of the steering edge for the outñow. 

It is apparent from each compressor diagram that the 
required distances for such adjustment are quite different 
for inilow and outflow steering edges. Therefore, it is 
not easily possible to regulate a rotory compressor at the 
inflow and outflow sides by means of a common steering 
slide. 
An object of the present invention is to eliminate the 

above drawbacks of prior art constructions »and to provide 
better regulation. 

Another object is to provide a separate device by means 
of which the inlet and the outlet of a rotary compressor 
can be effectively regulated by a special construction. 

In accomplishing the objects of the present invention 
it was found desirable to provide a single steering device 
for adjusting the steering edges controlling the inlet and 
the outlet openings provided in the rotor of the compressor 
on the one hand and on the other hand in the casing or 
the immovable hollow axis thereof. According to the 
invention two rotors located one Within the other are pro` 
vided, and the inflow and outilow take place by means of 
openings which are provided in one of the rotors and 
also in the casing or the immovable hollow axis. 
The invention will appear more clearly from the follow 

ing detailed description when taken in connection with 
the accompanying drawings showing, by way of example, 
preferred embodiments of the inventive idea. 

In the drawings: 
Figure 1 is a diagrammatic section through a com 

pressor constructed in accordance with the principles of 
the present invention. 

Figure 2 is a compressor diagram. 
Figure 3 is a diagrammatic section through a some~ 

what different compressor. 
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Figure 4 is another compressor diagram. 
Figure 5 is a diagrammatic section through yet another 

compressor. ' 

Figures 6 and 7 are working diagrams thereof. 
Figure 8 is a section through still another compressor, 

and Figures 9 and 10 are working diagrams thereof. 
The compressor shown in Figure 1 has rotors 1 and 2 

which rotate about different axesin the same direction 
but with different speeds. The two rotors 1 and 2 and 
the enclosing parts defining three separate cylindrical 
spaces,- namely, a suction chamber 3, a suction cham-ber 
4 and a compression chamber 5. .In the illustrated posi 
tion of the two rotors the suction chamber 3 has the largest 
obtainable suction volume. If at that time the chamber 
3 is already closed with respect to the suction tube 6, 
then as the rotors continue their‘movement gas will be 
compressed in the chamber 3 and finally will ilow into 
the pressure tube 7. 
The casing of the machine includes an immovable piece 

8 of curved form which has a lower edge 10 steering the 
inflow of the gas. The machine is also provided with 
a steering slide 9 having a right-hand edge 11 (looking 
in the direction of Figure 1), which steers the outflow of 
the gas. 
The slide 9 may be shifted clockwise in the direction 

of the arrow illustrated in Figure l until its edge 11 as 
sumes the position shown by broken lines. At that time 
the opposite edge 12 of the slide 9 will form with the 
member 8 a slot connecting the suction chamber 3 with 
the suction pipe 6. 
When the rotors are further rotating the chamber 3 

will continue to become smaller and a part of the sucked 
in gas will flow again into the suction space 6; this will 
continue until the steering edge 13 of the rotor 2 has 
passed the edge 12 of the slide 9. Thereafter the gas 
remaining in the chamber 3 will be compressed and re~ 
moved. Due to the movement of the slide 9 its steering 
edge 11 has moved beyond the position shown in full lines 
in Figure l so that the gas is removed at a later time 
period. 

The operation of the compressor constructed in accord 
ance with the principles of the present invention is indi 
cated upon the compressor diagram shown in Figure 2 
illustrating relative changes in volume as a function of 
relative changes in pressure. On that diagram the line 14 
represents the diminution of the suction volume when 
after a slight movement of the slide 9 there is a narrow 
slit between the member 8 and the slide 9, and whereby 
during further turning of the rotor gas ñows through this 
slit from the suction chamber 3 «to the suction tube 6. 
Then the edge 12 of the slide 9 takes over the functions 
of the edge 10 of the member 8. When the slide 9 is 
moved further, the edge 12 will separate the suction 
chamber 3 from the suction tube 6 at a later time period 
and then an amount of gas corresponding to the line 15 
can ñow additionally back to the suction tube 6. Thus, 
the total amount of gas returned to the suction conduit 
is equal to the sum of the distances 14 and 15. The dis 
tance 16 represents the change in the beginning of the 
outñow caused by the fact that due to the angular shifting 
of the slide 9, the edge 11 which causes the beginning of 
the outflow is moved to the same angular etxent as the 
edge 12. 

Since »the changes in the volume of the cylindrical 
chambers do not take place linearly depending upon 
angular movements, the lengths 15 and 16 are not equal 
to each other. Since the relationship is a sine function, as 
in the case of every crank drive, Without the member 8 
the line 16 would be many times longer than the line 
15; however the line 16 must be considerably shorter in 
view of the amount to be compressed. The correct ratio 
_is provided in this case by -the member 8, i.e. the addition 
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of line 14 to ¿thesline 15. Furthermore, the point of 
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opening' ofv 'the outlet'does not have to lie precisely'at' 
the end of the compressionline. In the case of quickly 
rotating compressors-this point may be _so arrangedY that 
.aty the time Vcoii?terëpress_llfre is> reached Vtlieîo'utl ’ " ` ‘s_ï al 
"readyip‘artly open.' Therefore ‘the length"oftheY niber 
_8 will be _made ,so thatthe outlet steering pointfoiffàll 
possible _partial loads ~will "always lie at` a- suitablejbut 
not yalways exactly the Ysaine distance 'in' frontl'of the end 

fof thecompressionlinen. ¿Á l l ¿ y _ _ _ Y >*Figureß _shows another possibilitynofproperly adjust 

ing in relationrto each> other the _edge providing further 
end of the inñcu 'and-.the edge Providing this_endpf ,the 
-outñow _it illusgates a» compressor which, in_viewef _the 
v.above stated considerations, has` a slideV 17v provided _with 
¿a swingable_steeripgmçmber '18‘which is connected with 
_»¿thegslidel? by‘a pivot extending» parallel-to the axis of 

thecQmpreSsQr-~» __ . Y ; The membi¢_r___1_8fmayi;be made 0f elastic material.l 

'__ the C'òurseggf‘movsmentpf theslidß 17 the member 
18 may be guided by a rail 19 or the like, _so that it will 
_be raised at _any d_esi1'_e_d_time,`_and so that the extent to 
_which it is raised'will; always increase with the increasing 
_;pathof 'movement of the slide _17, The guide rail 19 is 
‘connected tothe casingofithe compressor in any suitable 
¿manner _(not shown)g._fçConseque_ntly, the operative o_ut« 
How-regulating edge will be constituted not by the right 

10 

20 ̀" _ 

‘fetur'?ri?g ammini' or gas is _indicated by the line 15a. 

25 

:handend ̀_of ’thefmember-IS but by the left-hand'end Y 
`(looking _in theî _direction of Figur`e~3 ) . 
_ '_The _steering __eñect resulting _from this' change iis , shown 
ein the. compressor diagram of Figure 4. In this diagram 
¿the length 20, representsthej change in volume of the 
cylindrical suction chamber which corresponds to the ' 
".angularfshiftingiof; .the _actuating slide. The length 21 
1,'.represerits2the’corresponding change involume upon' the 
.ilpressu'relîsidezwhich would take place if the swingable 
iesteering, piece 18Y were 'not ;_available. Thus the >outlet 

30 

„would open thenY soilate'ïthat super-pressure would exist '_ 
»in the cylinder. chamber and consequently a substantial 
amount of energy would be lost. The swingable member 

_ 18 when vraised moves the point of opening of the out 
`iiow back tothe extent Vof stretch 22, so that excessive 
pressure is avoided. 

' VTo’ avoid ’baflling losses theV regulation by means of 
 the' swingable ‘member V18 Vis"usable"only for' small regu 
È latingranges, ~orfïinjcombination.with a regulation ofthe 
VV:sucked >in’lmassesßby again removing Vthe g'as through the 
ëuse of the .immovable piece 8 shown inÄFigu're l. In’that 
„case itis'possible` to extend the'regulation'range toïthe 
‘v smallest partialïlo'ads; Y t _ ` 

ïlnorder to'fpi'òvide >for even smaller partial' loads, 
_ and in order to relieve the slidefrom one-sided tangential 
pressure upon the edgefdirected Vtoward the pressure con 
duit, the present invention provides a construction wherein 
_a cylindrically> curved steering slide which is circum 
ferentially reciprocated between rotary and immovable 
parts of the compressor is additionally provided with a 
steering edge used for the closing of the gas Vremoving 
step. . v 

yAccording to a further VdevelopmentV of this invention 
it is also possible to eliminate that part of the slide which 
provides for -therendjof the Vinñow and the beginning of 
the outdowprocedure; whereby the regulation ’ takes 
place :only Vby those _edges _of the slide which providesfor 
‘the Ytermination’of the outñow and the beginningrofr’the 

itlñowßr intake-._ f Y t v _flîurthernio?eg' ’inacerdance with'the present ¿inven 

Íîîí'lllL a nòflo'adécliannel' is'lpr'ovicled in thecaSÃDg. aud-¿is 
with'V Athe',intake _ conduit t, or >with „atmospheric 

_ài_1'.*I_’lfhìsäßënelïîs Qpénsd by _that Y@des of the fslide 
îwhich lproduces the closing »of the outflow’when _the slide 
__ is> adjusted __to_ _a ' position _ corresponding to that 'of ' the 

¿Regulating “devices fof this Vtype andï'thèirî‘opera'ting 
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’ïwh’ich `depends ̀ essentially: upon 
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diagrams are illustrated diagrammatically in two embodi 
merits inFigures' '5' to 10 ofthe drawings. 
The rotary compressor shown in Figure 5 has two 

`rotors 1a and 2a which rotate about different axes and 
with different speeds but in the same direction. VThese 
two rotors form three ¿separate operating chambers 3a, 
4a and 5a. In the-position shown Yin__Figure 5 the cham 
ber 3a is ir1creasin'g`~in1 'sizeand'iF'súcksïn the gas from 
.jtheyintakez conduit 6a. Theïcharnb'er 4ajcompr‘essesîthe 
rgas‘ffwhich-is located therein‘wh'ile thefchämbertâaf after 
the outñow of the gas into"Y the pressure conduit 7a has 
attained its smallest volume, The rotors are partly en 
closed by'animmovable‘ïégülating"irie?nbèf 8a, having a 
frontìedgeï 10a which 'causesthe vend of "the intakei in the 
illustrated full-load regulating position. A slide 9a has 
operative edges"v 11d and"12t?arídalsoan additional edge 
1î3. When the slide 9 is rotated the edge 12a takes over 
_the 4regulation instead of _the vedge_._10al_in suchY manner 
thatf'a " art of the'sucked in'gas> canÍñowÍback‘to ’the in 
takelc'onduit A6a. VIn the'fdiagram4 shown in Figure 6 the 

' YThefbé'gi’rining of the outflow isildetpèrmined bytheedge 
w11a. "_The" ,furtherçthe slide’9a’is nijoved- in the" direction 
of"rotati`on of the:Èioiripressorfthe'latei'~ Will'begin the 
:outflow as _is apparent from the line 16a ofr'theÍdia‘gram 
`lsliownin'Figure 6. _ y ` ` _ _ ` I t 

u ~Í'lÍhe-Ua‘dditi'onal operating'ed'ge >113 >produces the end of 
_tlie‘outñotm ` In the illustrated full-'load position ̀ the edge 

Vconduitî'la. lfnthe slide 9d is.V shifted in the direction of 
` rotation nof the compressor', the >edìge‘l'lß> will move V'further 
downwardly (looking inthe 'direction' of’Fig’ure v5);'_then 
"the chaises? 5@ Whídibèsiesìs @geen 'ig Size remains 

` __ connected _with thepressure conduit 7_a _andcan be filled 
¿with compressedfgas ‘until'tlie _edge'l'lïäa ‘ofthenrotor 2a 
slidesy past the edge 1.13. _This procedure _oiiilling the 

_operating space withlthe Vgas' isf-indicated by the line '_17 in 
the diagram or" Figure _6, The__gas located in_the chamber' 
»Sd and Yin the clearance space will now expandlwhile giv 
'inf' upfpower, to theV volume ̀ indicatedlby the length 18 

> Figure> 6. „Thellength 19 represents the amount of gas 
actually'ksucked lin ' and transrrlitted. by the. compresson» 
LThe ladditional steering edge 113Amakeslit possible to 

'cause 4return flow of apart of the gas from" the _com 
pression conduit Yto Vthe intake conduit, and this makes it 
possible *to provide for sinall partialloads.` Furthermore, 
sincev pressuret prevailinggin _the ¿compression conduit is 

>`exerted upon the-steering edge 11a, as Well as the steering 
edge 113, the slidev 9a willbe tangentially discharged of 
load. _ Y _ Y 

The machine includes a no-loadmchannel ¿120 which Vis 
connected with the intake channel 6 _or_ with atmospheric 
_airfandwhich is opened by thejsteering edge'113 of the 
slide 9a, which; causes the-end of the outñow procedure. 
Due to’ the provision îof_the`noload channel-129, and 
_when the slide 9a isset to a position corresponding to the 
smallest partial load, it is'possible to‘increase’the> regula» 
tion ofthe'partial load` range to a‘ no-load regulation. 

' If ’now the slide 9a is further shifted in the direction of 
therotation, beyond »the position‘sho'wn by broken lines 
lin jFigure 5," then the channelî120'will be opened> by the 

Íedg‘eV 113so that aÍdirectvconriectionvis provided bythe 
chann'el‘120 >between the `compression 'conduit’la' and 
atmospheric’fair or theintakelconduit 6a. ¿ Counter-pres 
‘sureî-dropsfthen vto atmospherie'ïfpi‘essure yor to ‘the :suction 

suction or intake.' conduitY close ‘to ïthe'ifinlet' fopening‘ into 
the machine. >This valve is closed when'theYslide'ïreaches 
tirano-loadposition.A " "By-’means of'fthis lvalve the machine 

energy. ¿ ' _ _ à _ _ u 

Figure>` 7 illustrates‘a'fnoïlöadïfdiagranif,the-*size of 

ì ' àling cond _ Valling in the compression chair'ib'en' ïi? 



-the illustrated position of the slide. 

E 
well as in the ones earlier described, the change in volume 
is illusrtated as a function of the change in pressure. The 
line designated at “1 ata” represents the line of atmos 
pheric pressure. When the slide 9a is in the no-load posi 
tion and the regulating valve in the suction tube is closed, 
the operating pressure of the machine is below the at 
mospheric line, as indicated in Fig. 7. The length 121 
corresponds to the amount of gas which must be com 
pressed continuously at a substantially reduced intake 
pressure, and which results from lack of complete sealing. 
The point 122 upon the compression curve characterizes 
the steering position reached by the edge 11a and the 
length 123 corresponds to the amount of gas flowing back 
from the compression conduit 7a into the 'working cham 
ber 5a until the chamber is cut off by the steering edge 
113. Then the amount of gas enclosed in the working 
chamber 5a can expand while giving up power until the 
steering edge 24 establishes the connection between the 
chamber 5a and the intake conduit 6a. 
The additional regulation of the transmitted amount 

of gas by the steering edge 113 can be increased to such 
an extent that regulation by steering edge 12a becomes 
superñuous. Then the construction of the regulating de~ 
vice is considerably simplified. 

Figure 8 illustrates a construction wherein the movable ï 
slide 25 has two steering edges 26 and 27. The edge 26 
terminates the gas outñow while the edge 27 regulates the 
beginning of the take-in. The edge 28 which determines 
the beginning of the outflow is formed by the immovable 
casing. 

Figure 9 illustrates a full-load diagram which occurs in 
If the slide 2S is 

shifted downwardly into the position shown by broken 
lines in Figure 8, gas can flow back from the compression 
conduit into the working space which begins to increasel 
again. This procedure is indicated in the diagram of 
Figure 9 by the line 29. When the Working space is 

' closed off by the edge 26 the gas expands giving up power 
until the steering edge 27 provides for a connection to 
the intake conduit. Line 36 remaining upon the intake 
line of the diagram shown in Figure 9, indicates the actual 
sucked-in partial load amount. 
This regulating device can be also amplified through 

the addition of a no-load device. Figure 8 shows a 
channel 31 which again provides for a connection between 
the compression conduit and the atmospheric air or the 
intake conduit. 
A valve (not shown) is used to close the intake or 

suction conduit by hand or automatically. When the 
valve is closed a no~load diagram is produced which may 
have the form shown in Figure l0. 

It is apparent that various changes may be made in 
the described regulating devices. rI'hese devices, par 
ticularly the device shown in Figure 8, may be used 
for the regulating of admission in expansion machines. 
All such and other variations and modifications are to be 
included within the scope of the present invention. 
What is claimed is: 
l. In a rotary compressor, a stationary casing having 

substantially opposedfconcentric inner surfaces forming 
cylindrical sections, said casing 4having formed therein 
inlet and outlet openings between said surfaces, an outer 
hollow rotor located between said surfaces and between 
said inlet and outlet openings and having outer cylin 
drical surfaces which are concentrical with said inner 
surfaces of the casing, an inner rotor eccentrically mounted 
within said outer rotor-and having curved outer surfaces, 
said outer rotor having inwardly projecting portions engag 
ing said outer surfaces of the inner rotor and slidable rela 
tively thereto when said rotors are rotated in the same 
direction at different speeds, said outer surfaces of the 
inner rotor and said inwardly projecting portions of the 
outer rotor enclosing a plurality of working chambers 
which expand and contract when said rotors are rotated 
at different speeds, said outer surfaces of the inner rotor 
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and said inwardly projecting portions of the outer Irotor 
being so shaped thatsaid chambers expand as they move 
past said inlet opening and contract as they move toward 
and past said outlet opening, said outer rotor having 
openings communicating with said chambers and adapted 
to communicate with said inlet and outlet openings dur 
ing the rotation of said outer rotor, a circumferentially 
movable steering slide having concentrical outer and inner 
surfaces concentrical -with and engaging one of said 
inner surfaces of the casing and the outer surfaces of 
said outer- rotor, respectively, said slide being located 
on the side wherein said chambers attain their largest 
expansion volume and having two opposed edges, one 
of said edges being located adjacent said inlet opening 
for determining the end of the suction period of said 
working chambers, the other one of said edges being 
located adjacent said outlet opening for determining the 
beginning of the outflow period of said working cham 
bers', and an immovable member having concentrical 
outer and inner surfaces constituting continuations of 
said inner surfaces of the casing and the outer surfaces 
of said outer rotor,‘respectively, said immovable mem 
ber having an edge located adjacent said one edge of 
said slide andan opposite edge, the two edges of said 
member being located in said inlet opening, said one edge 
of said immovable member being adapted to be engaged 
by said one edge of said slide, whereby the flow from a 
working chamber to the inlet opening may be varied. 

2. In a rotary compressor, a stationary casing having 
substantially opposed concentric inner surfaces forming 
cylindrical sections, said casing having formed therein 
inlet and outlet openings between said surfaces, an outer 
hollow rotor located between said surfaces and between 
said inlet and outlet openings and having outer cylindrical 
surfaces which are concentrical with said inner surfaces 
of the casing, an inner rotor eccentrically mounted with 
in said outer rotor and having curved outer surfaces, said 
outer rotor having inwardly projecting portions engaging 
said outer surfaces of the inner rotor and slidable rela 
tively thereto when said rotors are rotated in the same 
direction at different speeds, said outer surfaces of the 
inner rotor and said inwardly projecting portions of the 
outer rotor enclosing a plurality ofworking chambers 
which expand and contract when said rotors are rot-ated 
at different speeds, said outer surfaces of the inner rotor 
and said inwardly projecting portions of the outer rotor 
being so shaped that said chambers expand as they move 
past said inlet opening and contract as they move to 
ward and past said outlet opening, said outer rotor having 
openings communicating with said chambers and ̀ adapted 
to communicate with said inlet and outlet openings dur 
ing the rotation of said outer rotor, a circumferentially 
movable steering slide having concentrical outer and 
inner surfaces concentrical with and engaging one of 
said inner surfaces of the casing and the outer surface 
of said outer rotor, respectively, said slide being located 
on the side wherein said ch-ambers attain their largest 
expansion volume and having two opposed edges, one of 
said edges being located adjacent said inlet opening for 
determining the end of the suction period of said work 
ing chambers, the other one of said edges being located 
adjacent said outlet opening, a curved steering member 
connected to said other edge of said slide for swinging 
movement about an axis parallel to the axis of rotation 
of said outer rotor, said steering member having an outer 
edge located in said outñow opening for determining 
the beginning of the outñow period of said working cham 
bers, and a guide rail connected to said casing and 
located in the path of -movement of said steering mem 
ber, said guide rail being substantially narrower than 
said outñow opening in a plane perpendicular to the 
outtlow of the fluid through the outñow opening and 
being adapted to be engaged by said steering member 
and raising said steering member relatively to said slide 
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`when said slide is moved in the direction of rotation-of 
'said' outer foton . _ t Y, ' ' 

le3». A: rotaryffcompressor, ~a stationary Vcasingi'having 
substantially opposedV concentric-»inner surfaces forming 
êcylindrical'sections,=ïsaìd casing'havingi formed‘therein in 
letîv and î»outlet openings between fsaid surfaces, an outer 
‘hollowîr'otor locatedfbetween 'said'A surfaces ' and between 
' said inlet‘fand` outleteopeningsfand having îouter: cylindri 
cal surfaces which are 'concentrical ~-witlrsaid-ginner"sur 

i` faces L of the'> casing, >anf‘inner> rotor -e'ccentrically mounted 
.within saidouter' ‘rotor’ and having Vcurved outer surfaces, 
Ysaidîouterîrotòr; having inwardly "projecting portions en 
:gaging vsaid‘outergsurfaces ofthe inner rotòrrand-ïslidable 
`relatively îthereto when Asaid` Arotors are rotated in the 
same Vdirection a-tfdilîeren't speeds; said outerrsurfaces of 
:fthe’inner n-rotor and: said rinwardly kprojecting _portions 
of the outer'ròtor'enclosing` a pluralitygof-working f cham 
«bers whi'chiexpand; and 'co'ntractfwhen said rotors’ are ro 
tated' :indifferent speeds,V >said outerf'surfacesiof the inner 
rotor’and said îinwardly projecting-portions >of theouter 
rotor being'so shaped that said’chambersv expandv as ?they 

~ move ‘past- said?'inlet` opening and contract' as they 'move 
toward and past saidf‘outlet `opening'g-said Youtenroto'r 
jhaving’ openings communicating Vwith said chambersV and 
f adapted to communicate withy 'said inlet' and 4outlet ̀ open 
rings duringY the rotationl of said outer rotor, a 'circum 
ferentiallyï movable _ steering ‘ slide `having >concentrical 
outer and'inner'surfaces Vco?centr'ical with-and engaging 
vone of saidinner surfaces off the‘casingand ̀ the outer 

' surfaces of said outerV rotor, respectively, said`slide being 
'located On'the'side’wherein said chambers attain their 
largestlexpansion ~volume. and’having two opposedV edges, 
Vone of said edgeslbeing located adjacent‘said inlet open 
Íing for determining the-end of thexrsuction period offs'aid 
working chambers, the other one of said'edges being lo» 
Acated adjacent-said outlet opening for determining the 
Ybeginning of the outiiow period of said working chambers, 
:an additional slide member movable with said slide and 
constituting a Acontinuation thereof, said additional vslide 
member having concentrical outer and inner surfaces 
concentrical with and engaging theV other one of said 
inner surfaces of thel casing and' the outer surfaces of 
said outer rotor, respectively, said additional slide mem 
ber being located on the side wherein said chambers 
attain their smallest contraction volume and having two 
:opposed edges, one of the last-mentioned .edges being 
located adjacent said outlet opening for determining'the 
vend of the outflow period of -said working chambers, the 
:other one of the last-mentioned edges'being located ad 
jacent said inlet opening for determining the beginning of 
the suction period of said working chambers, and an 
immovable member having concentrical outer and inner 

- surfaces constituting continuations of said inner surfaces 
of the casing and the outer surfaces of said outer rotor, 
respectively, Vsaid immovable member having an Íedge ' 
located adjacent said' one Vedge of said slide and an 
opposite edge, the two edges of said member being located 
in Said inlet opening, said one edge of said immovable 
member> being adapted to be engaged by said one edge 
vof said slide, whereby the beginning of the compression 

 period of said working chambers is determined selective 
' lyd'epending upon the position of said slide by said op 

n posite edge of the immovable member or by vsaid one 
edge of said slide, Vsaid casing having a no-load channel 
formed therein and communicating with said other one of 

_ theV inner surfaces of said casing on the rside wherein 
‘esaidïworking chambers attain their-smallest contraction 
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'8 
volume‘andfa point of low pressure, said. no-loadfcham 
'nel' beingsopenedzrby Y.said-y slide> atA ~no,load;andfibein'g 
»closed by said'slide during 'load‘operations ‘ 

4. Inla rotary'tcoinpressor,::aistationaryicasing having 
t substantiallylopposed ’concentric inner' isurfaces-forming 

cylindrical'Y sections', '.said casing Ahaving-:formed 4>»therein 
inlet vand. butl'e't openings : betweenísaidfsurfaces," .anfouter 
hollow“ rotor` located between zsaidlsurfaces arid :between 
:ïsàid yinlet: andi> outlet openings r and having "outer cylindri 
cal 1 surfaces »'which' are? concentrical VwithV 'saidï'innerê> sur 
faces. of the casing,'anïínnerïrotorëeccentrically mounted 
within' said outer-rotor‘í an’dfhavingïcurved outer sur 
faces; î‘s'aid outer rotor Vhaving inwardly ̀ projecting portions 
»engaging 'sa'id‘ outer surfaces of theinner rotor and slida 
rble relativelyfthereto'when' said‘rotors -are rotated in'the 
Asame'idirectirnr-atvndifferent vspeedsgusaid ‘outer surfaces 
of the inner rotorïand 'said inwardlyïprojecting portions of 
¿the outer. rotorïenclosing.af'plurality of working «cham 
bers which ̀ expand vLand!` contract . whenv said rotors ’i are 
rotated at Vdifferentïspeeds,fsaid’outer surfaces ofiA the 
inner .rotor and'Í said.> inwardlyî projecting portions: of the 
outerirotorlbeirlg solshapedïthat said Ychambers expand 
as ¿theyîïmove’ past Isaid inlet-opening and contractlfas 
they move toward and past said outlet opening, said outer 

i rotor‘fhavingropenîngs'communicating with said chambers 
and‘adapted to communicate'with'fsaidv inlet and outlet 
>openings duringîthe-irotation of..~said. outer rotor,` said 
."casing having.'.anfedgeïdeñningrone end'of: said outflow 
fopening,l’wh‘erebylthe sliding of ̀ said outer rotor-,rela 
tively to said edge determines the beginning of thezout 
flow period of said ‘working chamberspandta Íslide'vmem 

‘fber-ïï havingl- 'concentrical outer* and inner.k surfaces con 
centrical'with" and V‘engaging one of said’finner surfaces 

» of the casing 'and lthe outer’ surfaces of “said outer rotor, 
said slide' member being located on the side~ wherein said 
chambers attain theirV smallest contractionivolumefand 

'having two ',opposededges, one ofïtheî last-mentioned 
edges 'being located adjacent 'said outlet’ openingfefor 
determining‘the end of the 'outflow period of-said work~ 
ing chambers, fthe other one ofthe last-mentioned edges 
being located adjacent said inlet opening for determining 
the beginning of the suction period of said workingtcham 
bers,`said casing'having a no-load channel yformed therein 
>and communicating -with said one inner surface of said 
casing on the sidey wherein said'workingv chambersfat 
tain-their smallest contraction volumetand a point of--low 
pressure, said no-load channel being opened byz'saidV slide 

‘ at noïload-and-beingvclosed by îsaid slide during load 
operations. . ` v 
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